The prediction scenario involved in determining whether a pair of helices in a higher-order junction is stacked or not corresponds to a binary classification system, and therefore the accuracy of prediction can be measured with two parameters, the sensitivity and positive predictive value:
Here TP (true positives) is the number of predicted helical stacks that are found to be stacking in the solved structures, FP (false positives) is the number of predicted helical stacks that are found to be not stacking in the solved structures, and FN (false negatives) is the number of helical stacks found in the solved junction structures that are not predicted to be stacked.
As Table S7 shows, our results have a sensitivity value of 60%, and positive predictive value of 76%. The higher positive predictive value than sensitivity implies that we make fewer false positive predictions of coaxial stacks than false negatives.
1 List of RNA 3D structures containing 110 three-way junctions, 65 four-way junctions, 25 five-way junctions, 9 six-way junctions, 4 seven-way junctions, 1 nine-way junction, and 2 ten-way junctions. The name column lists the PDB code, and the number of the first residue of helix H 1 in a junction. The nomenclature is based on Lilley et. al., (1) and the helices are numbered according to the scheme in Leffers et al. (2) . The last column describes proteins interacting to each junction. 2AVY_45  H1H3  C  5  9  2  2  2  5  2 3MXH_13  H1H2  B  6  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  6 5.7 6.6 6.6 0 3 0
Feature parameters are described in the Materials and Methods section. To evaluate the random forests classifier, the 10-fold cross-validation procedure is performed 75 times. Each time a junction element is randomly assigned to a partition unit, where is evaluated using the remaining nine units for training. The number of times a junction is correctly or incorrectly predicted is reported here. 2J01_2294 2AVY_825 1Y26_20  2A64_61 2J00_989  1S72_8  1NBS_132   2J01_23  2AW4_1297 2AW4_2516 2AVY_935 2HO7_5  2A64_139 2J00_1000  1NKW_23  1NYI_14   2AW4_31 2J01_1297 2J01_2516 2AVY_954 2NZ4_5  3E5C_5  2J00_1059  1NKW_307 1X8W_137   2J01_31  2AW4_1305 2AW4_2811 2AVY_989 2GDI_13  3EGZ_4  2J00_1115  1NKW_695   2AW4_55 2J01_1305 2J01_2813 2AVY_1002 2HOJ_13  3KTW_143 1S72_20  1NKW_709   2J01_55  2AW4_1309 2AW4_9  2AVY_1059 2CKY_4  3MXH_13 1S72_301  1NKW_1065   2AW4_296 2J01_1309 2J01_10  2AVY_1072 2QBZ_53  2J00_45  1S72_787 Prediction of coaxial stacking for both three and four-way junctions are performed. Prediction performance for each feature is given individually using bars. The cumulative graph is presented using a polygonal graph.
